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Several recent behavioral and neuroimaging studies

have documented an impairment in face processing

in individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).

It remains unknown, however, what underlying

mechanism gives rise to this face processing difficulty.

One theory suggests that the difficulty derives from

a pervasive problem in social interaction and/or

motivation. An alternative view proposes that the face-

processing problem is not entirely social in nature and

that a visual perceptual impairment might also contrib-

ute. The focus of this review is on this latter, perceptual

perspective, documenting the psychological and neural

alterations that might account for the face processing

impairment. The available evidence suggests that

perceptual alterations are present in ASD, independent

of social function.
Introduction

Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by
impairments in communication and social cognition,
co-occurring with repetitive, stereotyped behaviors.
Although not considered prosopagnosic per se, individuals
with autism, also known as Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD), often fail to recognize people. Indeed, the last
decade has witnessed an explosion of data from behavioral
and neuroimaging studies confirming that an impairment
in face processing is widespread and present from an early
age in ASD [1,2]. Questions about the cognitive and brain
mechanisms involved in autism are the subject of intense
debate in cognitive science and the issue addressed in this
review concerns the underlying source of the face
processing impairment. One explanation for the apparent
difficulty with faces is that it derives from a pervasive
problem in social interaction and the reward and
motivational value of social stimuli. An alternative view
is that the difficulty with faces is not entirely social in
origin but that a visual perceptual impairment also
contributes to this difficulty. The focus here is on this
latter perspective and on the psychological and neural
mechanisms that might give rise to the atypical face
processing in ASD.

The face processing difficulty in ASD extends beyond
face recognition, affecting the perceptual discrimination of
faces too, as evident in same/different judgement tasks [3]
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(see Figure 1a and b). In addition, individuals with ASD do
not always show the typical superiority for upright over
inverted faces ([4,5] but see [6]) and perform atypically on
tests of face memory but do well on tests of memory for
buildings and leaves [7]. These face processing difficulties
are more prevalent among children and cognitively less
able individuals, although some studies report a reliable
decrement in adults too [3,8,9].

The face processing impairment also extends beyond
identity processing to affect processing of emotional
expression [4,10,11], possibly independently of IQ. Inter-
estingly, the difficulties in emotional expression proces-
sing seem to be exaggerated in the analysis of fear,
perhaps because of reduced attention to core features of
the face [10,12], particularly the eyes (although see [13]),
which are most informative for expressions like fear [11].
Difficulties in discriminating facial gender [14] and
unusual patterns of eye gaze processing [15–17] have
also been documented in ASD, with the latter perhaps
reflecting the failure to track the intentions of the other
individual [18].

The decrement in face processing ability is consistent
with findings from recent functional imaging studies,
documenting weak activation of the fusiform gyrus in ASD
in response to faces [19–23], with concurrent activation of
a host of other cortical regions not usually associated with
face processing [19,21–25]. Other regions of the ‘social
brain network’, including the superior temporal sulcus
and amygdala, are also functionally atypical in ASD
individuals [15,26–28]. The neuroimaging findings,
however, are controversial: some studies do, in fact, report
fusiform activation in ASD [29,30] with greater signal for
familiar than unfamiliar faces [30], as typically expected
(see [31] for discussion of the discrepant results).

Abnormal neural responses are also observed in ASD in
ERP studies: the N170 component, the best known ERP
marker for faces [32–34], is reduced or less specific and its
scalp topography is atypical, with more bilateral than
unilateral (right) distribution (see also MEG study [35]).
Also, atypically [1], the N170 in ASD is not delayed for
inverted relative to upright faces [32] and later com-
ponents (P400; Nc) do not differentiate between familiar
and unfamiliar faces [1].

The hypoactivation of the face-selective cortical regions
may not be attributable to a fundamental failure to engage
the fusiform gyrus; fusiform activation was obtained in a
child who was a Digimon expert when viewing Digimon
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Figure 1. Face and non-face discrimination in adults with ASD. Adults with ASD (NZ14) and typical control individuals (NZ14) made same/different decisions on pairs of

visually-presented stimuli centered over fixation on a computer screen for an unlimited exposure duration. (a) Faces. In the ‘different’ condition, the two faces could each be a

different gender or they could share gender but be two different individuals. (b) Mean reaction time (RT) (C/K 1SE) for matched control group and individuals with ASD.

Adults with ASD performedmore poorly than their typical counterparts especially as more fine-grained discrimination was required. (c)Greebles. In the ‘different’ condition,

the two images could differ at a ‘basic’ level (Greebles vs. chair), at a ‘family’ level (different main body parts), at a ‘gender’ level (appendages oriented up vs. down) or at an

‘individual’ level (same body shape and orientation of appendages but differently shaped appendages). (d) Mean reaction time (RT) (C/K 1SE) for control participants and

individuals with ASD. As with faces, adults with ASD performed more slowly than their typical counterparts especially as more fine-grained discrimination was required.

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [3].
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(but not faces) in the scanner [23]. Rather, the hypoactiva-
tion may reflect the failure to attend to the eye region
[16,29], the failure to engage in configural processing and/
or the failure to engage the fusiform region for face
processing during the course of maturation and experi-
ence (see below).
Is the deficit in face processing perceptual in nature?

In spite of the data documenting atypical face processing
in ASD, there is surprisingly little consensus concerning
the source of this impairment. Several explanations,
which are not necessarily mutually exclusive, have been
offered. The first is that the difficulty with faces is
secondary to a primary impairment in social motivation
or affective tagging of socially relevant stimuli [1,2]: faces
are not intrinsically emotionally salient (and may even be
aversive) to individuals with ASD, perhaps because of
atypical amygdala development. Consequently, individ-
uals with ASD do not look at facesmuch [31] and not at the
eyes specifically [16]. The social deficit might also arise
from a general impairment in empathizing and theory of
mind (ToM) [28], and from its precursors, deficits in joint
www.sciencedirect.com
attention and imitation. A second possibility is that face
processing in ASD is not deviant per se but is simply
developmentally delayed and the lack of functional
specialization in the ASD behavioral and neural data
reflects a pattern more akin to that seen in younger
children [36,37]. Yet a third explanation (and the focus of
this review) is that a more basic perceptual difficulty
might play a significant, if not primary, contributing role
to the face difficulties [3,38] in ASD. We examine the data
supporting this last interpretation next.
Is there a primary perceptual deficit in individuals with

ASD?

The argument for a perceptual alteration, which may
underlie the face processing impairment, is based on the
observation that individuals with ASD are particularly
attentive to local details or featural information and,
concurrently, may fail to extract the gist or gestalt of the
input. In fact, Kanner’s original description of autism
included ‘the inability to experience wholes without full
attention to the constituent parts’, and ‘a persistent pre-
occupation with parts of objects’ is one of the diagnostic
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Box 1. Are there perceptual alterations in modalities other than vision?

Strong affinities and aversions for various tactile sensations, smells,

flavors and sounds are often reported by individuals with ASD or by

their parents [67], and claims of sensory dominance, over-arousal or

under-arousal have long been associated with ASD. Despite early

interest in these issues, recent empirical evidence to support these

sensory alterations in ASD is limited [62,68].

Recent studies on auditory sensitivity in ASD have yielded some-

what mixed findings: some find hypo-responsiveness to auditory

stimuli [69], others find no differences relative to a comparison group

[70], and still others report superior pitch sensitivity [71], akin to

reports of enhanced visual processing [39,54]. High-functioning

children with ASD apparently demonstrate superior memory for

pitch, labeling and disembedding pre-exposed tones from musical

chords relative to controls [72]. Other psychoacoustic studies suggest

that ASD individuals have poor frequency selectivity abilities,

potentially accounting for the difficulty they have understanding

speech amidst background noise [43]. There are also striking parallels

to findings from global/local tasks in the visual domain. Adults with

ASD perform well (and sometimes better than their comparison

group) on tasks involving simple operations [73], such as matching

changes of pitch direction at the local level [74] and judging pairs of

melodies at the local level [75]. In this latter study, the ASD group did

not show an impairment in discriminating the melodies at the global

level. Tasks involving more complex auditory operations such as

stimulus evaluation are typically performed poorly and generate

inferior ERP and brain activation in ASD individuals [73].

There are relatively few recent studies on tactile sensation, gustation

and olfaction in ASD. In one study, using parental report on the Short

Sensory Profile [76], children with ASD and Fragile-X syndrome (FXS)

showed more sensory symptoms in tactile sensitivity and auditory

filtering than groups of matched children with developmental

disabilities and typically developing children. The ASD group,

however, demonstrated greater abnormal response to taste and

smell than any other group.

One possible reason for the variability in findings of sensory and

perceptual function in ASD is the use of different experimental

methods. It is also possible that perceptual atypicalities arise not

only from enhanced perceptual function (and overfunctioning brain

regions) [62] but also from integration and organization across

different sensory modalities [77]. Clearly, systematic empirical

work involving investigations within and between multiple

modalities is required to shed light on the atypical sensory

symptoms in ASD and the relation between these and other

behavioral symptoms.
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criteria for autistic disorder (DSM-IV, APA, 1994). The
enhancement of featural or detail-focused processing [39],
sometimes conceptualized as a cognitive processing style
or bias [40,41], has been referred to as ‘weak central
coherence’ [42] and many studies attest to the local bias in
ASD (for comprehensive review, see [41]). The enhanced
local bias may have far-reaching effects, including
fragmented and super-acute perception [39] and reduced
generalization [43], and it extends beyond vision (see
Box 1), implicating a more widespread multi-
modal difficulty.

Weak central coherence [41,43,44] is characterized by
the superior performance of ASD individuals, relative to
their peers, under conditions in which the processing of
details is required as in Block Design, finding embedded
figures, visual search and learning highly confusable
patterns [39,41,45] (see Figure 2). Enhanced processing
of details comes with a price, however, and ASD
individuals often, although not always [45,46], perform
poorly in tasks where grouping is required [47]. Addition-
ally, ASD individuals might identify the local letter of
hierarchical stimuli better than the global letter (e.g. the
‘H’ in a display of a large ‘S’ made up from small ‘H’s; they
see the ‘trees before the forest’), in contrast to the typical
global advantage (‘forest before the trees’), and sometimes
(a) (b)

Figure 2. Examples of tasks on which ASD individuals consistently show superiority in pe

the target (red X) shares two dimensions (shape and color) with the distracters (black X an

(b) ASD adults are faster at finding the cross figure embedded within the complex ge

recreating this pattern by assembling a set of blocks composed of similar color surface
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even show interference from the local letter when
identifying the global letter [48,49]. Although there are
conflicting results from studies using hierarchical displays
[38,41,50], in one recent study, adults with ASD showed
both the local advantage as well as local-to-global
interference [3]. This disproportionate appeal of local
details in ASD has been likened to a deficit in expanding
the attentional ‘window’ [51]. It is the case, however, that
attentional cueing in ASD can lead to configural-based
processing of faces [52], suggesting that the local bias is
not the only processing mode available (although it might
be the default) and that more holistic processing is also
possible. Whether the detail-focused local enhancement
necessarily co-occurs with poor global processing or
whether they are dissociable remains the subject of
ongoing controversy [39]. Neurobiological markers and
the possible reduction of connectivity [53] normally
required for integrating local elements [54] are being
explored as possible neural sources of the local bias.

The perceptual deficit in relation to face processing

Although not all studies consistently uncover a perceptual
deficit in ASD, there is growing consensus that perceptual
alterations may well be characteristic of autism [39],
independent of deficits in executive function, social
(c)

rformance relative to a comparison group. (a)On a conjunctive search task, in which

d red T), ASD children are faster than their comparison group in detecting the target.

ometric pattern. (c) Given a complex geometric pattern ASD children are faster at

s.
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behavior and ToM [41]. How might this perceptual bias
towards local elements affect face processing? It has been
suggested that because faces are perceptually similar, part
or feature-based processing is not sufficient for identifi-
cation, so face processing is particularly reliant on
configural processing. Moreover, the need for configural
processing and deriving the spatial relations between the
local elements is especially crucial for identifying individ-
ual instances or exemplars. Faces, unlike other objects,
are typically identified at the individual level and
maximally fine-grained representations are required
under these conditions. The upshot of this is that the
undue focus on local stimulus aspects in ASD puts face
processing at greatest risk.

The impairment for faces in ASD might then result
from the tendency to represent and encode visual
information locally, on a part-by-part basis rather than
holistically (and ASD individuals might even focus on less
optimal parts, see above). Additionally, the fact that
individuals with ASD show a reduced or absent ‘face-
inversion effect’ (although see [6]) suggests that they rely
less on ‘configural’ or ‘holistic’ processing. Also, when the
need for holistic information in faces is increased, adults
with ASD perform disproportionately poorly: not only is
the time to discriminate between two novel faces [3] slow
but it becomes slower as the discrimination is more fine-
grained (e.g. differentiating between two faces of the same
gender but different identities is harder than between two
faces of different genders). Interestingly, this slowing
correlates with the extent of the local advantage in a
hierarchical letter task [3] (for similar correlation between
reduced global responding and emotion recognition in
children with autism, see [55]). Although correlation is not
causation, this does suggest a possible relationship
between a perceptual bias to local elements and impaired
face processing. Adolescents with ASD also show a
reduced ‘face composite effect’ [4] and children with ASD
show a reduced whole-face advantage for eyes and noses
(although not for mouths) [56], both reflecting a decreased
reliance on holistic processing. This reduced whole-face
advantage, however, can be normalized when the individ-
uals are cued with the face part on which to base their
decision (e.g. instructed to ‘Look at the eyes’) [52]. Again,
this suggests that holistic processing is not impossible for
this population, but that it might not be their default
processing style.

Does the perceptual deficit extend to other classes of

visual stimuli?

One obvious prediction from the claim that there is a
general perceptual deficit in ASD is that an impairment in
processing stimuli other than faces should also be
observed, although perhaps to a lesser extent given the
undue reliance on relational processing for faces. Non-face
processing is rather understudied in ASD and to the
extent that it has, it is usually in the context of using non-
face inputs as control stimuli for faces. Some studies of
non-face processing claim that individuals with ASD do
not show deficits on complex object perception tasks [31].
However, recognition memory for stimuli such as motor-
bikes, cats and horses is poorer in ASD than in the typical
www.sciencedirect.com
comparison group [7]. Also, adults with ASD discriminate
non-face objects (Greebles and also common everyday
objects; see Figure 1c and d) more slowly than their
comparison group [3] and evince disproportionate slowing
as more fine-grained differentiation is required; deciding
that two different instances of a duck (exemplar or
individual level) are ‘different’ and that a chair and a
duck are ‘different’ (basic level) takes significantly more
time for the ASD than control group. Additionally, there is
a correlation between the ability to make fine-grained
discriminations and the local advantage, as reflected in
performance on a hierarchical letter task. These findings
suggest that ASD individuals may be impaired (or biased)
to process visual information at a more local level and that
the failure to derive more holistic representations is
particularly disadvantageous when similar perceptual
exemplars (individual level) must be differentiated, be
they faces or not.

Neuroimaging data examining the cortical substrate of
object processing in ASD have also produced mixed
results. Although MEG has revealed greater than normal
variation in the location of the sources for ASD than for
controls in face and non-face tasks [35], ERPs for young
children viewing familiar and unfamiliar toys show
patterns quite similar to those of controls [1]. A functional
MRI study of subordinate object discrimination using cars,
bottles, birds, planes and chairs revealed no consistent
differences between the ASD and control groups, although
only two regions of interest, the inferior temporal and
fusiform gyri bilaterally, were examined [19].

It is still the case, however, that faces seem to be treated
more like objects: for example, the reduced inversion effect
sometimes seen for faces in ASD and the reduced holistic
processing of faces in ASD [56] are more akin to the profile
associated with object processing in typical individuals.
Further, some imaging studies indicate that face proces-
sing may also lead to activation of brain regions more
typically associated with object processing [19] or with
visual search, suggesting that the individuals with ASD
may be performing a more object-related feature-based
search of the faces [22] rather than the expected configural
processing engaging the fusiform region.

Is there a more general underlying perceptual difficulty?

Before concluding that the face and non-face difficulty
perceptual decrement results from the local bias (and
holistic/configural difficulty) in ASD, we need to examine
whether an even lower-level visual processing deficit may
be ultimately responsible for the perceptual profiles in
ASD. Global, holistic properties of a display are thought to
be processed mainly by low spatial frequency channels, a
property of the magnocellular system, and the local
elements by higher-spatial frequency channels, a property
of the parvocellular system. If the magnocellular system is
affected in ASD, global properties of faces and objects may
not be well perceived by virtue of a restriction on low
spatial frequency information and ASD individuals may
show an increased reliance on high spatial frequency
information [57]. Few studies, however, have measured
the spatial frequency thresholds of individuals with ASD
but one that did reports normal log contrast thresholds
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across the range from low (1 cpi) to high (30 cpi) frequency
[3]. Consistent with a possible magnocellular source,
however, several studies have reported that individuals
with ASD are less sensitive to visual motion [58,59],
another assumed property of the magnocellular system,
and require higher levels of motion coherence to discrimi-
nate the direction of moving dots in a display [60,61].

There does not seem to be sufficient evidence to support
the notion of a primary impairment in the magnocellular
pathway: two recent studies showed that first-order visual
motion processing was intact in the ASD group relative to
a comparison group [44], ruling out a fundamental motion
deficit, and showed that only higher-order motion proces-
sing was impaired (also [59]). Rather, the elevated motion
coherence thresholds and problems in discerning higher-
order motion in ASD may arise from the same enhanced
local processing and/or reduced holistic processing rather
than from a magnocellular restriction (see also [54] for
data from a flicker contrast sensitivity test ruling out a
magnocellular problem): to determine the direction or
pattern of motion in the display requires that the observer
derive the relations between the local elements, and it is
thus configural processing, rather thanmotion perception,
that is affected.

Others have also suggested a low-level visual source for
the perceptual alterations in ASD but here the claim is
that the perceptual pattern in ASD arises from superior or
enhanced perceptual ability, with increased sensitivity to
locally oriented processing attributable to the overfunc-
tioning of early visual cortex [39,62]. Some evidence to
support this is a recent study in which individuals with
autism show at least normal (and possibly superior)
ability in identifying the orientation of simple, lumi-
nance-defined (or first-order) gratings [54]. There have,
however, been remarkably few detailed investigations of
the functional organization of the early visual system in
individuals with ASD. One recent fMRI study found no
difference in the retinotopic maps in a group of adults with
ASD and their typical counterparts [63]. Regional glucose
metabolism is apparently increased [64] in early visual
cortex but whether this indicates superior or inferior
function remains unclear. Clearly, further investigations
of lower-level visual function are urgently needed.
Box 2. Questions for future research

† Are the various difficulties observed in face processing in individuals

with ASD (failure to attend to the eyes; reduced holistic/configural

processing; difficulties with identity, expressions, gender, eye gaze)

part of the same underlying problem or are they independent and

dissociable [78]?

† To what extent is non-face object recognition adversely affected in

ASD? Is there a clear neural explanation for this?

† Are there observable alterations in cortical functioning in early

parts of the visual system that might definitively explain the local bias

[39]?

† What is the source of the variability in behavior and in neural data

observed in individuals with ASD? Is ASD really a continuum or are

there several distinct disorders with somewhat similar symptomatol-

ogies? To what extent do all individuals with ASD show the perceptual

deficits and to what extent are these difficulties evidence in both adults

and children with ASD? Are the individual differences in brain

www.sciencedirect.com
Reconciliation?

This review has explored the possible contribution of
altered perceptual function to the impairment in face
processing abilities in individuals with ASD. The data,
indicating a local bias and perhaps an even lower-level
perceptual alteration, clearly indicate a difference in
perceptual function in both children and adults with
ASD. Taken together, these data suggest that the
impairment in face processing need not necessarily arise
solely from a social and/or motivational source but that a
perceptual impairment might also contribute to the
difficulty with face processing. Of course the social and
perceptual explanations need not be mutually exclusive
and both might contribute, perhaps even interactively, to
the difficulties in face processing (for computational
account of this interaction, see [65]). One potentially
persuasive reconciliation between the perceptual and
social explanations proposes that it is the lack of expertise
or familiarity with faces that reduces the functional
specialization of face-selective cortical areas. The lack of
expertise itself is a function of reduced social abilities and
the decreased social orienting results in failure to develop
the requisite behavioral and neural mechanisms ulti-
mately needed for face expertise [2,66]. Because experi-
ence drives cortical specialization [37], reduced attention
to and interest in faces would be reflected in decreased
cortical specialization and abnormal brain circuitry for
face processing. Expertise in other visual domains may
still engage the fusiform gyrus [23] and interventions
targeted at developing face expertise in young children
may help in configuring the underlying behavioral and
neural circuitry.

Although compelling, this rapprochement may not
suffice fully as some alterations in perception in ASD do
not easily fit this account. Whether the full range of
perceptual alterations in ASD arise from a local bias
and/or poor global processing, from just one of these or
from enhanced, superior low-level visual functioning
remains to be explored. Moreover, the perceptual changes
in non-face as well as face processing must be accounted
for as well as the correlation between object processing
and the local bias and how this might be reconciled with
the interaction of social and perceptual factors is not
obvious. The ultimate explanation must also account for
activation a function of greater variability in brain morphology than

is evident in typical populations?

† How do the apparent visual difficulties relate to theories of brain

abnormalities in ASD? For example, some theories suggest that there

is underconnectivity and lack of synchronization between different

cortical regions. Might this account for the failure to integrate

disparate aspects of visual information into a coherent whole?

† To what extent are these visual perceptual difficulties, reflected in

the failure to bind information into composite whole, observed in

other sensory modalities?

† Given that a focus on parts of objects is part of the diagnosis for

ASD (Category 3 behaviors: repetitive interests and preoccupa-

tions), would global vs. local processing be correlated with these

behaviors?

† Are there potential implications for retraining or intervention that

might be revealed by studies of the visual system in ASD?
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changes in perception in non-visual modalities (Box 1).
Much research remains to be done (see Box 2). The current
bottom line, however, is that we probably need to see
autism differently and that perceptual alterations are
present in ASD, independent of social function.
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